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Quality the keyword. Quality is the word you will hear most often

when you build or remodel. Architects, contractors, builders,

friends— all will give you the wise counsel . . . "Insist on quality.”
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First Aid to Beauty

Buy for the future as well as the present. Bathrooms, washrooms,

kitchen and laundry represent a substantial investment that de-

serves careful, prudent planning. Hygienic facilities for using

water are essential to the good health and appearance of your

family. Kohler quality assures the safety and economy of reliable,

long-lasting service. Look for the Kohler trademark.

Over 85 years experience. Knowing these things, plumbing con-

tractors recommend and install Kohler fixtures. Straightforward

and functional in design, Kohler fixtures are consistent in details,

yet free of unnecessary ornamentation. They are in good propor-

tion and always in good taste. All these attributes contribute to

the reputation for first quality only that Kohler products enjoy.

Kohler fixtures deserve Kohler fittings. After selecting your fixtures,

insist on having Kohler all-brass fittings. Available in two distin-

guished styles, Kohler all-brass fittings have recognizable harmony

of design with each other and with Kohler fixtures. They are cor-

rosion-proof in normal use, and have superior wearing qualities.

Available in seven colors and white. Kohler Co. pioneered the

development of fixtures in color— an important "first” in the

industry. As a result of that early experience, today’s Kohler

palette includes seven proven colors— Suez Tan, Peachblow,

Cerulean Blue, Sunrise, Spruce Green, Argent and Rouge. Many

choose fixtures in immaculately clean looking Kohler white, for

it allows full flexibility in the use of color harmony for the room’s

remaining aspects.

Galaxy Series

Distinguished design in two fin-

ishes, brushed or polished, comple-

ments quality in Kohler fixtures.

Constellation Series

Brass of high copper content is the

only metal beneath the sparkling

chrome finish of Kohler fittings.
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Arrowhead Lavatory • Placid Closet • Mayflower Bath • Chesapeake Lavatory

Kohler plumbing fixtures and all-brass fittings, designed to complement
each other, have pleasing beauty of design and finish.

In refreshing contrast with the Suez Tan fixtures are the various

greens in the ceramic tile bath recess and counter-top, vinyl floor,

metallic wallpaper and painted cabinets. Distinctive accessories accent

the subtle decor of the entire room, give it an atmosphere of elegance.

Bathing is relaxing and luxurious in the oval bath. Milady will

appreciate the convenience of a trim counter-top lavatory, while the

man of the house has a massive lavatory of his own. Completing the

ensemble is the low, one-piece, quiet-flushing closet.

Turning a single handle on

the Niedecken Mixer Valve

mixes hot and cold water

to the desired temperature

for your bath or shower.

SUEZ TAN
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Light blue stripes in floor and bath recess focus attention on the roomy,

graceful Cosmopolitan bath. The fixtures have matching all-brass

fittings in the Constellation series, which function easily, reliably, fit

the hand comfortably, respond quickly to finger pressure. Valvet in-

terchangeable units assure positive action, maintain constant water

flow at volume desired.
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The off-white shade of walls and cabinets provides a neutral back-

ground for the flame red counter-top and colorful accessories which

enhance the beauty of the Sunrise fixtures.

RINSE DENTAL LAVATORY

Small dental fixture encourages oral

hygiene. Mixer fitting blends hot

and cold water. Sides of lavatory

are flushed by streams flowing from

concealed openings in rim. Compact,

only 14" square. K- 1700-A.

SUNRISE
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Mix cool forest green with deep clear blue,

blend with snowy white, and apply with the

touch of a master. That is what the decorator

did to this bathroom— using Spruce Green

fixtures, strong blues in floor and cabinet, brilliant white in counter-top

and shag rug. Large bath towels hang in two tiers.

A king-size wardrobe increases the room’s usefulness— makes it both

bath and dressing room. The trim, low Minocqua bath, space-saving

Hampton enameled cast iron lavatory and close-coupled Wellworth closet

comprise an ensemble both striking and compatible.

Dalton shower and bath fitting with di-

verter spout in Galaxy series.

Hampton Lavatory • Minocqua Bath • Wellworth Closet
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with Built-in

Lavatory and

Dressing Table

6-6 x 10-0"
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Soft Peachblow, a Kohler color sug-

gestive of springtime blossoms, key-

notes this delightfully cheerful setting.

The clean, luminous white of bath

recess, cabinet top and chintz curtains

appears even whiter against the mid-

night black floor and towels. The

multi-colored wallpaper, dove gray

cabinet and Swedish chair add decorative charm.

The Cosmopolitan enameled cast iron bath with its wide

bench rim and diverter shower fitting is equally serviceable

for bathing or showering. The quiet, dependable Wellworth

closet and vitreous china Arrowhead lavatory complete an

ensemble of harmonious, matching fixtures.

Cosmopolitan Bath • Arrowhead Lavatory • Wellworth Closet
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Minocqua Bath • Chester Lavatory • Trylon Closet

Highlighted by the generous use of red, this bathroom arrangement

was planned with budget-conscious projects in mind.

Two space-saving, easy-to-clean enameled cast iron fixtures— Min-

ocqua bath and Chester lavatory— are grouped with the vitreous china

Trylon closet along one wall, assuring the home-owner

of an efficient, economical installation.

The quiet gray of the Argent fixtures contrasts

effectively with vivid reds and whites in floor, recess,

and the matched pattern in drapes, wallpaper and

shower curtain— giving the simple arrangement a dis-

tinct individuality. Winged mirror simplifies shaving.
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KOHLER BATHS
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The Saturday night bath, once as traditionally American

as apple pie, has given way to the changing times. Now
almost everybody has a preference where personal clean-

liness is concerned. Some want a 'wake up’ shower

every morning, others think nothing is more rewarding

than a warm bath at the end of every day.

Recognizing these differences, many families plan

for additional and varied bathing facilities when they

build or remodel. Kohler baths are designed in a wide

range of styles, shapes and sizes to satisfy every need.

And when you select the baths for your home, remember

all are available in seven colors, as well as white.

Compatible Combinations

Kohler baths match other Kohler fixtures to form ensembles

that are practical and in good taste. A typical example is the

Mayflower bath, Arrowhead lavatory and Placid closet.

THE CORNER MAYFLOWER

The lasting beauty and serviceability you demand in

your plumbing fixtures is incorporated in this un-

usual bath design. Readily identifiable by its grace-

ful curves and good proportions, it is a typical

example of the value of having Kohler quality in

your home. Complete with shower. K-224-A. (Left

outlet, K-221-A)

.
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A Well-Matched Set

Harmonious design relationships are present among all

Kohler plumbing fixtures. Here the Dynametric bath,

Hampton lavatory and Bolton closet are tastefully and
pleasingly combined.

* *

How to Select the Baths

For Your Family . .

.

For Dad — A styled-for-comfort Dynametric. Flat,

safe— basin-shaped for showering and bathing com-

fort. He will like the slope end for stretch-out

reclining. The front ledge is useful as a seat— the

rear ledge for toilet articles.

For mom — The luxurious Mayflower has a distinc-

tive oval bathing area with integral seats for foot or

sponge bathing. Combines real comfort with elegance.

For the kids — Your teen-agers will love the almost

square Standish showering bath— and your toddlers,

who depend on mother to give them their baths, will

enjoy using it. Low 14" front makes it an ideal

extra bath for homes with growing families.

For the guests — The perfect extra bath for your

guests is the Minocqua— a trim, low fixture that

fits easily into almost any room arrangement, whether

period or traditional.

THE KOHLER DYNAMETRIC of balanced

contemporary design, offers large interior,

shaped for bathing comfort. Wide flat

basin— sloped end— wide corner ledges,

make this bath the most popular in the

Kohler line. Available in the 5' recess

model. Left outlet K-515-F. Right outlet

K-516-F.

/ x! If3 —

THE CORNER COSMOPOLITAN
Especially recommended for remodeling, this model
combines roominess and safety with clean-cut design

and grace of form. Lustrous surfaces are easy to

clean— easy to keep clean. Practical and convenient.

Available in AVi and 5' sizes. Height 16".

Complete with shower. K-561-A. (Right outlet,

K-564-A).
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THE

CERULEAN BLUE

Here’s a favorite choice for remodeling or limited

space installation. Trim and low, it has the much
desired bench rim. Lustrous, smooth, easy-to-clean

enameled surface. Available in two lengths— 4Vl

and y. Recess model only. Just 29 1/2
/r
wide and 14"

high. K-725-A. (Right outlet, K-726-A).

I

14
"

re designed to accommodate shower enclosures.

THE

Sixx^Jlhkj
Showering Bath

Recommended as a show-

ering bath, this roomy and

deep space-saver serves ac-

ceptably for tub bathing.

Convenient for bathing

children. Ideal for a second

bath, for tight remodeling

jobs. Easy to fit into limited

space—42" long, 36" wide

and 14" high. K-306-F.

(Left outlet, K-305-F).
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1C OF K OWtd.
They're sanitary . . . easy to clean . . .

made of the finest clays

Glazed to a smooth, lustrous finish by high temperature

firing, and completely impervious, K of K closets of vitreous

china meet every requirement and budget. In design and

proportion each is straightforward with a minimum of orna-

mentation. Each will combine agreeably in a matched set.

They have quiet, thorough flushing action, without ex-

cessive use of water. All have concealed jets to accelerate

action. Available in all Kohler colors and white.

THE BOLTON

Available with either round front

or elongated bowl, with hygienic

seat and cover. Has earned its

reputation as a quality fixture;

only 30" high from floor to

tank top. K-3675-PBA round
front. K-3675-EBA elongated

bowl, (Left).

THE WELLWORTH
An unusually popular model for

the medium-income home because

of its reliable performance and
budget price. FvOund front bowl,

with tank front recessed for seat

cover; 30" high. K-3712-PBA.

-E R

Stops condensation

on tank and bowl

This unique closet supply valve automat-

ically provides tempered water to closet

tank and bowl to eliminate cool surfaces

that cause annoying "sweating” on warm
days. Easily installed without changes to

existing plumbing. K-9275.

M
SPRUCE GREEN

New off-the-floor closet

THE CAYUGA
Wall mounted, off-the-floor, the K of K reverse trap

Cayuga is a housewife’s wish come true. Cleaning
around and under this closet is so simple ... a

dusting mop will usually suffice.

The Cayuga is anchored to wall by means of a

specially designed carrier that utilizes 6" minimum
stud wall construction to which strong steel cross-

members are fastened. The closet is then bolted

directly to the carrier through any wall material.

(Supporting carrier is not supplied with closet.)

The Cayuga is protected against back-siphonage

by means of a vacuum breaker in the float valve.

K-3640-PBA.

THE PLACID First choice for master bathrooms in

fine residences. Low, one-piece model with

elongated bowl, only 25” high from floor to top

of tank. Hygienic sheet-covered seat and cover.

Float valve has vacuum breaker. K-3605-EBA.

CERULEAN BLUE



Just picture the convenience of a washroom in your home. Think of

the traffic to other parts of the house it saves— the steps it will save

mother if she has toddlers at home with her all day— how convenient

when friends visit.

Your washroom need not be expensive. Almost any small space at

the end of a hall or beneath a stairway will do. Develop it as this

planner did and decorate to your taste.

Here, the Cerulean Blue closet and lavatory are accented in a

simple room of yellow and white, with touches of blue in accessories.
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THE RADIANT Trim 18" wide enameled cast iron Radiant fits easily into 21" wide

counter-tops— helps save valuable space for other fixtures and accessories. One-piece

frame assures neat, waterproof installation in any popular material. Its compactness

and shape make it an ideal fixture for modernizing projects. K-2846-C

Dressing table smartness is combined

with convenience when a Kohler lava-

tory is built into a counter-top of tile,

plastic or other material. All Kohler

lavatories have front overflows. Avail-

able in any of seven popular colors or

traditional white. Some models are made

of enameled cast iron, others are of

vitreous china.

THE CARVEL Diagonal

mounting for fittings

make this vitreous china

lavatory convenient to

use, easy to clean. Inte-

gral soap dishes. Size:

24 x 18". K-1872-D.

THE TAHOE Made in two sizes, 20 x 18" and 24 x 18", of en-

ameled cast iron. Installed with metal frame unless tiled-in.

Generously proportioned basin makes the Tahoe an ideal fixture

for family bathrooms, washrooms. K-2841-C.

CERULEAN BLUE

THE ARROWHEAD Same design and sizes as the

Tahoe but made of vitreous china. This model is a

leader among all lavatories designed for building-in.

With Centra fitting, as illustrated. K-1890-C.

SUEZ TAN



THE GRAMERCY features a man size deep basin and a wide,

roomy ledge for toilet articles and shaving equipment. Made

of lustrous vitreous china, it is available in four sizes —
19 x 17", 22 x 18", 24x20" and 27x22" K-1600-A.

There is a Kohler lavatory for every

purpose, every need in your home.

Included in this extensive line are

counter-top lavatories, the popular shelf

type, the distinctive ledge type, and spe-

cial purpose models such as those for use

in corners, the Rinse with flushing rim

for dental care, and others.

Whether made of vitreous china or

enameled cast iron, every Kohler lavatory

may be easily recognized by its lustrous

THE HAMPTON is a popular shelf back

enameled cast iron model, in two sizes—
19x17" and 22 x 19". The enamel, fused

to a base of non-flexing iron, is easy to

clean, attractive and durable. K-2701-A.

On chromium plated brass legs, K-2707-A.

THE STRAND saves space because it is

narrower than the average lavatory. Vit-

reous china, in two sizes— 20 x 14" and

26x151/2". K-1645-A.

THE TAUNTON, made of enameled cast

iron in a style similar to the Strand, is avail-

able in three sizes— 16 x 14", 20 x 14"

and 24x14". K-2731-A.
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THE CHESAPEAKE has an exceptionally wide ledge with

fitting mounted on top— ideal for tumblers, toiletries and

shaving gear. Vitreous china on legs, 30 x 22". K-1735-F.

Smaller sizes with Centra fitting; 18 x 13”, 19 x 17”,

20 x 18", 24 x 20". K-1740-C.

Lavatories for

Special Uses

THE ROCKPORT, a vitreous

china unit, designed for corner

installations, is a real space-

saver. Only 17 x 17", it has a

deep basin, corner ledge and

integral soap dishes. K- 1680-A.

THE MARSTON, made of en-

ameled cast iron, is somewhat

smaller, 16x16". K-2766-A.

finish and smooth, easy-to-clean surfaces. All Kohler
lavatories have front overflows.

Kohler Fixtures Deserve

Kohler All-Brass Fittings

For complete satisfaction, purchasers of Kohler lav-

atories are urged to specify and insist on Kohler

fittings, since they are engineered for Kohler fix-

tures and complement the fixtures in design and

in quality.

THE CHESTER, an enameled cast iron ledge-type

lavatory, features a deep, roomy basin, built-in soap

dish and wide ledge. Size: 19 x 17". K-2790-C.

15
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Today’s homemakers are spending more and more time

in the kitchen— and they like it. Sinks in color offer

opportunities for making the room bright and cheerful.

The Clearfield (K-5520-A), shown in Sunrise, has the

spacious convenience of twin sanitary drainboards and two 8"-deep basins.

Kohler sinks are made of acid-resisting enameled cast iron. They are sturdy, quiet, and withstand

the vibration of waste disposal units. Available in six beautiful colors or traditional white.

one lever faucet for sinks

HOT

/

/
COLD

THE HYKA

The easy-to-use Hyka one lever sink faucet provides hot,

tempered or cold water with the simple movement of the

lever. Stays set even with water off. Volume controlled by

easy-grip handle with normal turning action. Available with

sprayer K-7832 or without K-7830.



Build your sink into a

OowW
Join the growing ranks of home owners who
are building their sinks into counter-tops of

linoleum, plastic, tile or some other durable

material. A steel frame assures a neat, water-

proof installation. Choose your sink from a

variety of flat rim models, available in several

sizes. Six colors and white.

THE CHATFIELD

Recommended especially for small

kitchens. Single basin with drain-

board available at right or left.

Only 42" long, 21" wide. A real

space-miser. K-5580-A, (illus-

trated). K-5579-A, sink at left.

THE DELAFI ELD
With two 8" deep compartments
and swing spout faucet, the Dela-

field is one of the most popular

Kohler sinks. Available in three

sizes: 32 x 21" and 42 x 21"—
K-5950-A. 32 x 20" (for nar-

rower counter-tops) — K-5952-A.

Duostrainer makes basin

water-retaining

A twist of a knob opens or closes a drain.

Basket and strainer prevent large pieces of

waste from falling into trap, safeguards rings

and other small items. K-8801.

THE WINFIELD THE MAYFIELD

If you like lots of acid-resisting

enameled work space around a

single basin, this double drain-

board, single compartment unit
will meet your requirements.
Size: 54x21". K- 5560-A.

THE ROCKFORD

Sparkling chromium one-
piece all-brass fitting with
swing spout, for mounting
on top of sink ledge or

counter. Like all Kohler
sink fittings, the spout has a

water-saving aerator. K-7821.
With thumb lever control

sprayer, K-7823.

Unusual corner installation pro-
vides plenty of light, wide-open
view. Budget priced Mayfield has
many big sink features such as

swing spout, Duostrainer, sprayer.

Two sizes: 24 x 21" and 30 x 21"
K-5960-A, (Right).

SPRUCE GREEN
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